
 

 

VF Corp Bulls Active as Shares Base 

Ticker/Price: VFC ($59.30) 

 

Analysis: 

VF Corp (VFC) seeing notable bullish activity this week with 1575 of the July $57.50 puts sold to open on 6/1 and then 
on 6/2 the January $65 calls bought 2500X against opening sales of 1,260 of the $50 puts. VFC shares sold off sharply 
in early March but have formed a long multi-month base with the $63 level acting as resistance, a move above measures 
to an upside target at $78 and a low volume pocket should allow that move to happen without much resistance. On a 
longer term perspective shares bottomed right where support was from 2016/2017 lows. The $24.2B apparel and 
footwear company trades 24X Earnings, 2.3X Sales and yields a 3.24% dividend. VFC announced plans to explore 
strategic alternatives for the Work unit in January and also is said to be actively exploring M&A deals. In December it 
was reported VFC was among bidders for the Golden Goose brand, valued near 1.4B Euros. VFC has a fortress balance 
sheet and has seen strong growth in its leading brands North Face and Vans while also generating 20% digital growth to 
start 2020. Analysts have an average target of $60.50 and short interest at 2.1% of the float is down 11% Q/Q. Argus cut 
shares to Hold last week citing slower sales of Vans and Timberland footwear and high inventory at North Face. SIG 
lowered its target to $60 and thinks exceptional operational discipline, strong brands and robust digital infrastructure 
allow it to emerge from the crisis stronger than competitors. CSFB lowered its target to $60 as well seeing it better 
equipped than peers to manage the volatile environment. Hedge Fund ownership fell 3.35% in Q1 filings. 

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: VFC is a high quality name in apparel, though not as great a growth company as favorite LULU 

but like the approach of limited downside, and think the base breakout could provide a nice win. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


